Eastern Regional
Libraries
22 March 2022

ASU Position
WagesWages 2% or $26 whichever is greater

Minimum staffing levels to open branch
Small- 3 down to 2 employees Large- 4 down to 3 employees

Minimum engagement for casual and story time
Minimum of 3 hours engagement

Transfer of Business Clauses
Agree to the inclusion of examples and seek the diagram to be referenced or included.

Ordinary Hours
Continue to seek inclusion of “An employee who is transferred within a current position
description from a 35 to 38 hour week will have an additional 38 (pro rata) LSL added to
their current LSL entitlement to acknowledge this change in their roster.
Inserted words of “an agreement will cover all matters relating to the position, including
accrued days off, leave ect” does not address the short fall of 38 hours LSL.

Work location Clause
Seeking inclusion of examples to allow for clarification and understanding of what could
potentially fit under ‘unreasonably disadvantage’

Rostering Frequency
Agree with the words by agreement to be inserted
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Salary Supplement
Clarity including;
-

What may be examples of supplemental responsibility? Or a defined project? Ensure
that these are responsibilities within the banding definition/PD
Need additional words that ensure that the salary supplement isn’t used instead of
higher duties, or where higher duties should be payable.
Those currently on plus level have salary maintenance for 12 months- we expect this
to be grandfathered for those individuals. This to be included within the EA
Ensure that the supplement won’t be used instead of pegging individuals to a higher
increment

Changes
-

No longer pursuing the end of band recognition
Reduced min requirements of branch opening?
Agree to Transfer of business cluse
Agree to the rostering clause
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